LIGHTNING ONLINE
POINT OF SALE
Retail and E-Commerce

Nutritional and Wellness Stores

Lightning Online Point of Sale
Facts
Industry Specific
Designed for the Nutritional and Wellness Industry

Scalable - From One Store to an Enterprise
Single store operators to multi-store environments to
national franchise, Lightning has the technology
support, and experience.

Fast, Secure, and Versatile Point of Sale
Lightning runs in your browser, iPad, mobile device,
and tablet. Seamless Integration with Point of Sale
and E-Commerce

Software upgrades included
Automatically… have the latest version of the entire
Lightning family of products

Robust Marketing Center Included
More than your typical inventory counter…
much more than point of Sale

Solid & Dependable
A financially stable corporation with a proven
record of success. 30+ years in service and
more than 90% of our customers were
converted from other systems.

Lightning Online
Point of Sale
Sign in
Start by signing into our secure, encrypted site

Lightning supports

Ring Sales easy
Our easy to operate Ring Sale Screen requires little training.

Women’s One Daily Multi-Vitamin 50 Plus
Men 50 Plus
Optimum Nutrition Serious Mass
Herbal Plus Milk Thistle 1300 MG

Multiple Options

Inventory Sales Graph
Lightning Online Point of Sale displays 18 months
of inventory sales history. You can view data by the
unit or case. If needed, returns, promotions and
More!

Streamline Inventory Recording
Inventory receiving has never been better.
Every keystroke has been thought out carefully
to ensure your receiving process is a Lightning
experience

Women’s One Daily Multi-Vitamin 50 Plus
Mega Men 50 Plus
Optimum Nutrition Serious Mass
Herbal Plus Milk Thistle 1300 MG
Goli Nutrition Cider Vinegar Gummies 500 mg
AMP Creatine HCI 189
Triple Strength Fish Oil
Probiotic Solutions with Enzymes
CBD Sports Cream

Advanced Discounts
Our Advanced discount groups allow automatic discounts to be
applied at the register once a predetermined number of qualifying
items are sold.
Discounts can be set up by a fixed dollar or percentage.
Easy setup… impressive results.

Marketing Center
Lightning oﬀers multiple tools to promote your business
More than Point of Sale, Lightning can capture key demographics on
your customers. Promote your business with these vital business
data
Reach out to customers who haven’t visited in a while
Alert customers when their favorite items arrive
Realize what customers purchase at which prices
Produce new customer reports or anything else you can think of…

Loyalty rewards program
Keep your customers coming back by setting up a loyalty rewards
program. From one location to multiple, Lightning handles it. Just swipe
the customers rewards card or use their mobile number.
A fully array of reports are available at the back end, from points
earned/redeemed per day to detailed tracking by customer/data range.

All In One Credit Card Device
Process credit cards with our all-in-one device
Complete with credit, debit, and signature capture
No need for years of signed paper receipts. Plus, in most environments,
no signature is required for transactions that are under $25.00

Work from anywhere -your home, Café…
Since Lightning is an online application
you will have complete access to your
store anywhere.
No third-party software required. Check
today’s sales, drill down on voided
transactions, returns, full access is yours.
Simply open your browser OR use our
iPad or iPhone application

Lightning E-Commerce
Lightning Online Point Of Sale and Lightning E-Commerce
are both developed by us. We oﬀer a completely Integrated
Solution. No need for double entries.
We even help you build the website!

From desktop to mobile, provide your customers the power
to stay connected to their in-store and online purchases,
review their loyalty status, process returns, easy re-order,
curbside pickup, check their gift card balance…
The power is in their hand LITERALLY….
Let them shop in REAL-TIME.

Tell me more about…
Lightning E-Commerce
Integrated inventory
Platform’s flexibility allows
control over which items to sell
online.
Our 100% integrated platform
updates all inventory from
store to e-commerce instantly.

Wish list
Visitors can create a personalized
wish list. Then automatic emails,
can be enabled to remind
customer that the item from their
wish list is available.

Integrated Rewards Programs
Rewards can be earned in-store and
on your website. Plus, customers with
your mobile app can present the
cashier with a QR code for even faster
processing.

Mobile apps included
Your own, custom-branded mobile app
is here . Very similar to the website, as
your customers can use a mobile app
to place orders for delivery, pick up at
the store, manage their account, review
purchase histories, process quick
orders, re-orders, and much more!

Customers
Customers can access their
sales history and place new
orders on your site. Plus, they
can review all their purchases
from In-Store or Online.

Event Calendar
Post upcoming events at your
store, such as nutritional education
classes and other wellness events!

Live Chat
Activate our live chat on your
site. Never miss a customer
again

E-Commerce Dashboard
Strong tools at your disposal.
The dashboard section includes
open orders, critical billing
information for credit card fraud
management, source of order,
I.E. browser, IOS device, Android
device, a ‘Contact Us’ archive,
plus a job applicant section for
future employees to upload their
resume.
We have the tools… want more?
Just ask….

Lightning Corporate Office
Lightning Corporate Oﬃce allows our multi-store retailers and
national franchise operators to control their network of locations from
a single dashboard in real time.

Strong Employee Control
When an employee is added in Lightning
Corporate Oﬃce, he/she will have access
rights across your global network, based on
settings that are easily defined.

Multiple Sales Reports

New Vendors

A full array of sales reports can be run, for a
single location in California, to an Area
Representatives territory, to the entire
network. All data, including our reporting
tools are real-time with multiple filtering
options and will certainly impress.

New vendors are propagated
across your enterprise instantly.
Plus, each local territory can
also add their own vendors that
are unique to their region.

E - Commerce
Control your E-Commerce settings and
orders from one dashboard. Our 'My
Dashboard' feature provides useful insights
into the day's online ordering activity, such
as delivery requests, will pick up at store,
shipping and more. Lightning Corporate
Oﬃce has this level of control built in at the
enterprise level

Area Representatives
Area Representatives can be
defined for franchise
environments for royalties of their
territory sales performance.

Royalty
Franchise operations can define
royalty percentages, which will
trigger a commercial ACH debit,
for the franchise fees and
national advertising programs.

Technical Service
All Lightning Corporate Oﬃce users,
will experience the same level of
technical support that the retail
stores have. Answer on the second
ring with zero hold time, or a very
quick response to email inquiries.
When you care, it really shows.
Your business is always appreciated

Lightning Emergency Mode

What if my internet connection is down? Lightning has you covered!
Since Lightning Online Point of Sale is contingent on your store’s
internet connection, what happens if your store or one of our multiple
servers experience a connectivity issue?

Women’s One Daily Multi-Vitamin 50 Plus
Mega Men 50 Plus
Optimum Nutrition Serious Mass

With Lightning Emergency Mode, your business can continue to check out
customers while the connectivity issues are being resolved in the background.

iPad & iPhone

Ring sales, credit cards, check todays sales, run sales reports, modify employee
security settings, have full access to your inventory, and more in REAL TIME.
Exactly like Lightning
Online Point of Sale
for your browser.
Lighting for the iPad
and iPhone displays
the identical
information with the
same look and feel.
In the palm of your
hand.
Feel the power of
Lightning Online Point
of Sale for the iPad
and iPhone .

Contact Us

Phone
If you would like to speak
with a Point of Sale Specialist
about how Lightning can help
your business, call us at
(914) 633-8959

@
Email
You can also contact us
through email at
tom@computerperfect.com ,

Website:
www.computerperfect.com

Snail Mail
Computer Perfect
175 Memorial HWY Suite 2-7,
New Rochelle, New York 10801

